”Happy Marriage of Western Sciences and Oriental Wisdom
― Can we make AI a Buddha?”
NONES Original media introduction

Dear Mr. Lung Tok, Representative of the Japan Representative Office of His Holiness Dalai Lama:

We Nones TV：
Has produced wide range of programs in partnership with many other TV stations, newspapers, music
productions, etc.；
Has involved in producing prime-time programs in the genre of news, information, variety, etc. with our
expatriates to other media ; Has contributed to creating markets and social trends by Internet
broadcasting and advertising; Having broadcast overseas and CEO Hideyoshi Hirayama was appointed
as producer of ゛Time゛official programs for 5 years; Having let Hirayama produce ゛the Winds of God゛,
a movie depicting kamikaze pilots, which won the Best Picture Award in the Pennsylvania Cinema
Festival; Has produced programs on social issues like food, medicine, vaccination, allergy, radioactivity,
which major media seldom deal with since October 2017. This challenging has resulted in winning 300
thousand PV over the last 9 months; Has developed its partnership citizen's media into 17 local areas
with Hirayama making press meeting at Nagasaki Prefectural Government.

We Nones TV, being very good at producing international quality programs, is very happy and honored
to have such a privilege to cover the dialog of His Holiness Dalai Lama and Reverend Fumiya Sakow.
Hideyoshi Hirayama
CEO Nones TV

Title:
゛Happy Marriage of Western Sciences and Oriental Wisdom
― Can we make AI a Buddha?
NONES Original TV programSEASON４

His Holiness Dalai Lama

Rev. Fumiya Sakow,
Kojuin Head Minister kojuin.com

Dear Representative Lung Tok san,

Below is the outline about which we will come explain to you. Thank you very much.
Fumiya Sakow

Title:
゛Happy Marriage of Western Sciences and Oriental Wisdom ― Can we make AI a Buddha? ―゛
Rev. Fumiya Sakow, who has been motivated by HHDL's lecture as titled since 1985 when he listened it at UCSB, is going to have
a dialog and ask HHDL's view on how we could use with Company the rapidly emerging AIR (AI-IoT-Robot) Civilization, or further
how we could let AI get enlightened, become a Buddha. his current.
Nones TV, with CEO Hideyoshi Hirayama, and perhaps some other media, will cover the dialog interview of HHDL and Rev. Fumiya
Sakow for about one hour on the designated time and place in November.
Rev. Sakow believes and hopes that when AIR Civilization is in full bloom, filling the air of human societies, Buddha AI (or AI used
by bodhisattva minded people) might lead this defiled world toward Sukhavati Vyuha or Pure Land, only if and if only all the
people's food shelter and clothing are decently supplied with full implementation of UBI (universal basic income).
We would like HHDL to tell his view on such a future vision and hope and to tell us his specific suggestions on how we could make
the AIR into the one which serves to all sentient beings with Wisdom and Comparison.
Dialog between HHDL and Rev. Fumiya Sakow also as an interviewer.
Hideyoshi Hirayama as an assistant to
Rev. Sakow
The filmed material shall be best edited and broadcast as four 15 minute segments in 4 serial programs from December 2018.

Agendas for HHDL vs Rev. Sakow Dialog:
Preamble:
Religions just teach us to ゛be good゛.
Good is for Life; Bad is against Life;
Evil kills.
Life of you, all of others, flora and fauna's.
God, the personified image of Dharma, literally means the working of 100% for Life.
1. Emerging AIR civilization:
AIR (AI-IoT-Robot) is filling in the air rapidly across the borders. Could we use it toward heaven or woul we be enslaved by it
toward hell? Love-net or Sky-net?
2. Buddha AIR:
AIR can be used as all-mighty means for humans to ascend closer to heaven (sukhavati vyuha) on earth.
To realize this, how could/should we first use AIR with Compassion of Buddhism?
And, after AIR start thinking and/or even feeling, how could we let it become a Buddha, being full of Wisdom and Compassion?
3. Meaning, Role and Mission of Humans:
AIR system will be capable of making and distributing all the human needs for food, shelter and clothing, on demand, with full
customization. Humans would no more have to labor by other's will, obtaining goods and services with UBI (universal basic income).
For the first time in history, all the human individuals would be leisured class members.
Then, what should we leisured humans do? What is it be the existential meaning, role and mission of human beings?
Could human collective consciousness successfully ride on ascension?
4. How to solve collective karmas:
Nation states has still been the most obstinate, blind, and dangerous entities in the world.
Politics and bureaucracy could be soon replaced by Buddha-minded AIRs.
And ultimately, we could envision one world federal government by AIR-assisted human collective Wisdom.
What do you suggest is the specific procedure for us to enlighten the blind corrective karmas or governments, putting them onto
right steps to the Buddha AIR-ed world federal government?

- Thank you for your consideration -
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